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Sun Machine Software Update

As cars get more complex, diag

nostic software must change to

keep track of what is going on in

the vehicles. Snap-on Diagnostic's

Sun Machine is no different, and

this update brings more than

24,000 different combinations of

year, make and model. The latest

software also includes relevant

technical service bulletins for the

vehicle covered, through a soft

ware connection to the Snap-on

ShopKey information software.

Snap-on
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Diagnostic Fuel Pressure Tester

If we depended

word about how to

mining just what's

automotive system,

a lot of cars

parked in the

storage lots

behind shops.

Diagnosis is a

science, but

it's also an art,

in particular

the art of using

unexpected
ways to find

answers to the

right questions. A

tester that can

pressure readings

on the official

go about deter-

wrong with an

there might be

fuel pressure

compare fuel

taken simulta

neously from several positions on

the circuit can tell more than a

gauge that merely indicates what's

in the fuel rail. Snap-on's new U-

shaped tube configuration can

produce a better understanding of

what's going on in the system. A

valve on the tester lets the techni

cian change the position mea

sured, helping identify problems

with other engine components.

Besides those roles, this tester

can also cut off fuel flow to diag

nose leaking injectors, regulator or

pump check valve. The tool uses

quick-disconnect couplers for

leak-free connections to supply

and return lines. Many adapters

are included to cover vehicles not

covered by the standard fittings.

Besides a complete instruction

manual, the kit includes full fuel

system specifications for nearly

every vehicle in North America.

Snap-on
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Multi-Oil Heater

Shenandoah's Horizon 315

Multi-Oil fired heater can run on

any kind of used oil to generate

warmth in the workplace. Using

old crankcase or transmission oil

for heating, of course, is not only

economical but also environmen

tally responsible since the oil had

to go somewhere if not used as a

heating fuel. According to the

company, any shop that collects

used oil in any volume would do

well to investigate the economies

of this form of winter heat.

Shenandoah

Manufacturing Co., Inc.
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Refrigerant Nanagement Center

Mac Tools supplies their

RMC series of fully automatic,

microprocessor-controlled

refrigerant management sys

tems, including the AC900

dual unit for servicing both R-

12 and R134A refrigerants,

and the AC890/R134A unit

for the latter only. Simple

control panels make the sys

tems easy to learn, the compa

ny says. A 6 cfm. vacuum

pump quickly evacuates A/C

systems, pulling from both

high and low sides for increased speed. Then an

electronic scale weighs the amount of refrigerant

recovered and accurately recharges the vehicle's

system by weight. A special filter-drier removes oil

and contaminants from the refrigerants, and an

automatic air purge removes air contamination dur

ing the vacuum/recycling process.

Mac Tools
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A/C Flush Gun

Robinair's Flush Gun Kit

lets you flush contami

nants and scale from A/C

systems without taking up

much space in your shop,

according to the maker.

Sludge and particulates

build up in the refrigerant

system over time, plugging

screens and capillary

tubes or expansion valves.

Robinair's 17585 uses

shop air to pressurize the

flushing solvent, so scale

and corrosion are loosened and removed. The system

flushes the oil out at the same time, a particularly

useful feature when retrofitting older systems to the

new refrigerant. Flushing after repairs is good

practice to remove any filings, metal scraps or

other debris.

The flushing gun uses an attached nozzle to

control the flow and direction of the solvent.

One quart of solvent, compatible with all common

refrigerants, comes with the kit.

Robinair, SPX Corporation
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Air in an air conditioning

system causes high pressure

and low or intermittent cool

ing. Robinair's Air I.D.,

according to the manufactur

er, can detect air in the

system with a single connec

tion in about a minute. It

comes with an AC adapter to

allow overnight operation.

As the refrigerant tempera

ture changes, the refrigerant

settles, air rises and is vented

without release of refriger

ant. The Air I.D. tests and purges until no air is

detected, and then it automatically enters a 'sleep

mode' for the next hour before the next test.

The tool has an easy-to-read display showing air

content as a percent of volume by weight up to 20

percent. It comes ready to use with a test hose and

a 14-mm fitting, a 1/4-inch MFL adapter, a 1/2-inch

Acme adapter for R-134a tanks and the AC adapter.

Four AA batteries come with it, too.

Robinair, SPX Corporation
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Strut/Spring Compressor

OTC's new StrutTamer can handle any strut from

2.5 to 10 inches in diameter, including conical and

offset, up to 24

inches long. Four

adjustable clamp

ing arms attach to

ball joints, making

it a universal tool.

For safety, four-

point locking jaws

hold the spring in

place. To keep the

strut straight dur

ing compression, a double-lead center screw keeps

the strut and spring aligned — no matter what

shape the spring has. The double-lead screw also

compresses the spring faster than any comparable

model. The tool mounts easily to a workbench or

the wall because there is no mounting hardware.

There's also a stand with a welded steel frame and

two wheels to move the entire unit around the

shop as needed.

OTC, SPX Corporation
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shop tools

Oxitgen Sensor Tester

OTC's oxygen sensor

tester, No. 3818, has four

indicator lights to guide the

user to connect the right wire

to the tester, eliminating the

need to use wiring diagrams.

The tester works on both zir-

conia and titania sensors and

simulates a five-second rich

or lean signal to the ECM,

making it helpful with other

diagnostic equipment to con

firm operation of the feedback system. A 20-seg-

ment bar graph indicates rich or lean, and the tool

measures the activity level of the sensor to dis

cover 'lazy' or inert sensors. An LCD display

shows crosscounts. The tool works on a 9-volt bat

tery, eliminating the need for power leads. It shuts

itself off automatically.

OTC, SPX Corporation
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Four-Wheel fUignments

Accu-turn's Model

2000 is a fully com

puterized four-wheel

alignment system to

handle most of

today's imported and

domestic cars, light

trucks, SUV's and

vans. Accu-turn has

long been a manufac

turer of wheel service

equipment including

tire changers and

brake lathes, and

the alignment equip

ment is their next

extension. The sys

tem uses a Windows

98 operating system

software and ALLDATA Undercar software. Four

CCD headsallow quick and precise measurements

of caster, camber and toe angles for all four wheels.

A 17-inch monitor displays operating instructions,

readings and three-dimensional adjustments.

The system fits in a compact cabinet mounted

on casters.

Accu Industries
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Runout Correction Shims

Similar to the caster/camber shims used for wheel

alignment, Brake Align shims are meant to correct

runout in brake

rotors, according

to the manufac

turer. After you

complete refin-

ishing the sur

face on a brake

rotor, you locate

the high point

with a dial indicator and orient the appropriate

shim's notch in that configuration. What this

amounts to, according to the company, is that you

can now use traditional brake lathes rather than on-

car lathes for front disks.

Brake Align
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Evaporative Cooler

January may not be the most common time to think

of it, but summer heat will return again before long.

One of the most economical ways to deal with that

temperature problem is with an evaporative cooler.

Advanced Radiant Systems COOLSPACE portable

evaporative cooler will, according to the company,

reduce air temperatures as much as 26 degrees, even

in high humidity

conditions. Unlike

a swamp cooler,

they continue, their

unit reduces air

temperature using

moist, high-effi

ciency evaporative

cooling pads. The

unit weighs only 75

pounds, allowing

easy movement.

The housing is cor

rosion-free polyeth

ylene, and electri

cal connections are

all in watertight

enclosures. They've

designed the fan

specifically for an evaporative cooler. The unit

requires nothing more than a 115-volt electrical sup

ply and a water hose.

Advanced Radiant Systems, Inc.

Circle Number 172
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international

iATN*
Automotive Technicians' Network

The International Automotive Technicians' Network is a group

of 24,776 professional automotive technicians from all over the world

The automotive technician members of this group exchange technical

knowledge and information with fellow iATN members. The combined

knowledge of thousands of top industry professionals networking

together helps the professional members of this group to provide the

highest quality automotive repair, diagnosis and service in the world.

Ifyou are a professional automotive technician

and would be interested in networking with other

automotive professionals from all over the world,

point your browser to

http://www.iatn.net

where you will find iATN Membership

Information and Requirements.

iATN Mission of Excellence
To promote the continued growth, success and image of the Professional Automotive

Technician by providing a forum for the exchange of knowledge and the promotion

of education, professionalism, and integrity."

cybrrparts Pro Service

Information Website

After five years of development, the newly-

launched www.cybrrpartsPRO.com subscription

website offers an Internet alternative to independent

repair shops looking for the information they need

to service import and domestic vehicles.

Import Service, through its parent company Gemini

Communications, has formed a strategic alliance

with cybrrparts.com, the developers of the

cybrrparts PRO website. Take the online tour of the

cybrrparts PRO site (www.cybrrparts.com), then

decide for yourself whether it's a tool your shop

can use. If you sign up for a six month cybrrparts

PRO subscription, be sure to enter "Gemini, Import

Service, Parts Pro or Parts Professional" in the

Affiliate box during the signup process.

shop tools

Twelve-Drawer WorhshoNon

This 12-drawer

workstation can

carry 2000 pounds

of tools and equip

ment, with roller

bearing slides for its

drawers and heavy

gauge steel con

struction through

out. The multiple

drawer configura

tions provide vari

ous depths and

widths, enough to

hold tools from a

37-inch prybar to your smallest 1/4-inch-drive

socket. Five-inch casters, two swiveling and two

fixed, afford easy travel through the workshop, even

over uneven surfaces. The finish is a hard powder-

coat paint that resists scratches and caustic chemi

cals. It comes in red, blue or matte black.

S»K Hand Tool Corporation
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Fuel and EGR System Cleaner

Wynn's induction

system cleaning kit

provides the flexibili

ty to clean both the

fuel system and the

EGR passageways.

The cleaning system

includes color-coded

EGR adapter plates

for a variety of vehi

cles. Either shop air

or engine vacuum

provides the power to

run the cleaner either simultaneously — both engine

systems or separately.

Wynn Oil Company
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Irans Jack Adapters

Gray Automotive now offers a new adapter (#90),

a set of four designed for vehicles where the

exhaust runs right next to the transmission pan and
obstructs access to the bottom of the pan, thwarting
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easy removal. These adapters fit

over the existing ratcheting

brackets of your Gray transmis

sion jack at a 90-degree angle,

ratcheting up and down.

The equipment is made, the

manufacturer assures us, to their

highest standards.

Gray
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Eleclro-HLjdroulic Tire Changer

The BeissbarthUSA MS66IT

tire changer provides a propri

etary 'feather-touch' operation

removing even very stiff low-

profile tires without damaging

soft alloy rims. The electro-

hydraulic technology is, accord

ing to the company, exclusive to

their units, translating into min

imum effort on the part of the

operator and thus greater pro

ductivity. As Beissbarth's top of

the line tire changer this can

replace two other systems, pro

viding flexibility to work on

either the most common vehi

cles or the most exotic wheels.

The equipment works just as

well for special alloy rims,

low profile or wide tires or

racing wheels.

Beissbarth Automotive

Service Equipment
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The Kits
That Fit!
MEISTERSATZ® Repair Kits for the Imported Auto Market
are OE quality replacement parts that offer exceptional
reliability and efficiency.

MEISTERSATZ® features
the most popular kits with all

the parts recommended for

the job.

Just some ofthe kits available

include Axle Boot Kits, V/C

Gasket Kits, Power Steering

Kits, Transmission Kits, Valve

Stem Seal Kits...

the list goes on.
if*SS8

3&TJJJ

For all the right parts, exceptional

reliability, efficiency and

competitive pricing...

use the best...

use MEISTERSATZ®

The ONLY brand

worthy of your

customer's car.

Call your import

distributor

today!
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